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In a Move to Empower Advertisers, Publishers and Media Organizations to Gain Control of their Data,
Advocado Acquires Kantar BVS, the Ad Verification Arm of Kantar
Customers to Benefit from Unified Video and Audio Ad Verification
and Universal Attribution from a Trusted Source
ST. LOUIS, Mo. – Dec. 1, 2021 – Advocado— a data platform, connecting and powering cross-screen
advertising— announced today that it has acquired Kantar’s BVS solution, the ad verification business of
the world’s leading data-driven analytics and brand consulting company. With this addition, Advocado
has a completely integrated ad verification, attribution and campaign coordination platform, allowing
advertisers, media organizations and publishers to more efficiently track, measure and amplify the
impact of their ads. This announcement comes on the heels of Advocado’s recent acquisition of a
portfolio of 47 patents, including the advanced watermarking technology from VEIL, which Kantar
licenses to power the BVS ad verification business.
“We have been innovating in the ad tech space since 2017 and this consolidation gives us the scale and
ability to challenge big tech, which has been unrightfully claiming ownership over advertiser and
consumer data,” said Brian Handrigan, co-founder and CEO of Advocado. “By combining our next-gen
attribution algorithm with the BVS ad detection data, first-party web tracking tag and other sources, our
customers will benefit from an accurate, independent assessment of performance across broadcast TV,
radio and digital platforms like CTV & streaming audio.”
With this deal, Advocado can now verify the quality of broadcast ad detection data directly to the source
in real-time for use in cross-media attribution, instant campaign coordination, and other use cases. This
consolidation also allows Advocado to expand its broadcast TV and radio monitoring network footprint,
as well as integrate CTV/OTT and audio ad verification, enabling advertisers to get unified video and
audio ad verification and integrated universal attribution from a trusted source without giving their
valuable customer journey data away to big tech.
“Our existing customers will benefit from network, media and platform expansion as well as ongoing
cross organization innovation,” commented Pete Rumpel, EVP, Kantar Media, North America. “Accurate,
credible and independent verification is a key concern for our clients. Advocado’s expanded offering
delivers that.”
As part of the deal, Advocado and Kantar will work together to explore new offerings based on the data
and analytical capabilities both bring to the table. To help support this growth, Advocado will be
integrating Kantar’s BVS employees onto its team.
“I have never been more excited about the future of BVS and the synergistic opportunities with
Advocado,” said Rich Radzik, vice president of BVS, who will be joining the Advocado team as part of the
acquisition. “Through this partnership, we will continue to grow the most accurate and reliable solution

that our clients have depended on for the last 33 years. With Advocado’s digital and technical expertise
we will be able to launch new innovations that will further drive growth for our client partners.”
Financial terms of the transaction were not disclosed.
For press inquiries, contact advocado@havasformula.com.
About Advocado
Advocado empowers advertisers, publishers and media companies with its first party data management
platform that instantly generates, integrates, analyzes, and activates data to deliver unprecedented
results, maximizing customer campaigns and advertising dollar ROI across all screens. The platform helps
fill visibility gaps with unique data powering advertisers, publishers, and media companies to target and
adjust their spending real-time for multi-screen campaigns performance. Built by marketers for
marketers, the platform uses signal data via patented watermark technology, natural language
processing, automated content recognition, and real-time weather to connect offline and online
audience data to reveal and influence the entire customer journey. Advocado is headquartered in the
urban core of St. Louis, MO and serves customers across North America.
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